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Origin and Purpose of Problem 
Hundreds of freshmen are entering Prairie View 
Agricultural and Mechanical College each year, a num­
ber of them have a very poor background in physical 
education* Since many studies have already been made 
dealing directly with the freshmen, I have turned my 
attention to the high school teachers, using the coaches 
and physical Eduoatlon teachers in the Trl-State Area 
( Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico) as representative 
examples to see if they may be in any way responsible 
for the difficulties of the students* 
The necessity of well qualified coaches has become 
increasingly important. Recent wars have demanded the 
services of the majority of the United States* most physi­
cally fit young men. The low percentage of physically 
fit young men has ceatalnly given rise to special em­
phasis in the teaching of physical education in the 
public schools of America* 
Sports and athletics play a major role in the develop-
Young people have learned to meat of the youth of today* 
relax and to develop strong, healthy bodies through physi­
cal education courses* 
1 
2 
In order that the students get a well rounded 
knowledge of the fundamentals in physical education* 
it is important that they receive the best training 
It Is the belief cif tide writer possible In high school, 
that part of the fault of the students failure in physical 
education and lack of skills in a varity of activities 
may be due to the type of instruction they receive In 
Many ideas may be advanced as to the reasons high school. 
why inadequate instruction might have been given. 
The writer believes that the load of the coach, and 
physical education teacher is probably the on© thing that 
has effected the type of Instruction the high school 
It is for this reason a study was graduates received most, 
undertaken to see just how the load of the coaches* in 
this area compared with that of the regular classroom 
teachers• 
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Method of Collecting Data 
This study, dealing with the actual " load " as 
performed hy the coaohes in the Trl-State Area (Okla­
homa, Texas, New Mexioo) was a result of information 
collected by the writer through interviews and ques­
tionnaires. To secure this data, the writer mailed 
or delivered personally questionnaires to the coach­
es included in this survey, Most of the information 
secured is shown on diagrams and oharts which are 
more or less self explanatory. The writer has also 
read what reputable writers had to say concerning 
such topics asj "Selection and Tenure of Teachers % 
n Preparation and Certification of Teachers % and 
" The Administration of Health and Physical Educat­
ion * # 
• i 
As a member of the coaching profession and of 
this area in which the survey is made, the writer was 
definitely interested in all information which might 
£jreatly influence the standards for future success in 
this field. 
It is hoped that the study will be valuable and 
informative for students in the future who might enter 
the field of physical eduoation. 
k 
The Scope of the Study 
This study is & story of thirty-five coaches in 
4 
the Tri-State Area (Oklahoma, Texas and Hew Mexico) the 
name of the coaches and school is withheld to avoid 
embarrassiaent• The writer aims to call attention to a 
condition which is certainly not peculiar to this area 
alone, and it would not be fair to cast any undue re­
flection either on the given area or on the individual 
coaches for a condition whieh is apparently wide spread. 
This study includes the position or title, family 
status, tenure, teaching load, qualifications, salary 
received, major emphasis in class work, attitude toward 
sports, student load, the favorite amusements of these 
coaches and the extra duties performed by each coach. 
The tri-state area as it applies in this survey 
includes a section of three states; Oklahoma, New Mexico, 
and Texas, These sections are the Western part of Okla­
homa, Eastern New Mexico and that part of Texas that 
makes up the Panhandle. 
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A Survey of Related Materials 
The writer was unable to find similar studies on the 
secondary level# However, the eoaches and physical educa­
tion teachers were all required to teach classes other 
than physical education# The questionnaire method of re­
search was found to be one of the most widely accepted 
methods in determining the amount of work done by the 
coaches in this area as compared to the regular class room 
load of the teachers in the same area# 
An analysis of this problem revealed that the load 
carried by the coach in each location can be made c 
parable to the load of other teachers in the same area 
by adjustment of the number of hours worked and the num­
ber of subjects taught by each teacher. 
TABLE I 
HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE SURVEY 
Grades Taught Major School 
Physical 
Education 8-12 A-10 
7-12 Unrelated B-19 
8-12 % Science 
2=12 D- 3 Biology 
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The High Sohools In the Survey 
Table I shows the schools observed in this study* 
They are designated as School "A", the schools in which 
the coaches are physical education majors* There were 
ten schools in this area that had a coach with a major 
in physical education. These ten coaches taught courses 
in grades eight through twelve* School "B", the schools 
in which the coach's majors are unrelated to coaching* 
There were nineteen such schools* The grades taught by 
these coaches ranged from seven through twelve* School 
*CM* represents the schools in which the coaches were 
science majors* These three coaches taught grades eight 
through twelve* School wDn» were the schools where the 
coach had a biology major* The grades taught by these 
three coaches were grades nine through twelve* 
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CHAPTER II 
EXISTING CONDITIONS IN THE CURRICULA AND FACILITIES 
IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF THIS AREA 
The coaches investigated in this study are employed 
in three states Oklahoma, Texas, and New Mexico, As was 
expected these coaches are employed in schools with enroll­
ments, currioulums, and facilities of varying degrees, 
All coaches replying to questionnaires gave pertinent an­
swers concerning their personal set-up, eduoational hack-
ground, and general situation. 
According to information secured from the State De­
partment of Education, in elementary schools, the 
classes should not exceed thirty-five pupils in mem­
bership, More than two grades per room should not 
be permitted, except in two year high school systems 
with five teachers under certain conditions, 
high school each class should be limited to twenty-
four pupils. In academic subjects the teacher should 
not have more than 750 pupil-periods per week with 
not more than six daily recitations of 45 minutes, 
or five daily reoitations of 60 minutes. Teachers 
should be assigned to teach in their major or minor 
field of college preparation, 1 
The writer will offer specific data to prove that the 
coaches in this particular area carry a load equivalent to 
In 
the average class room teacher's schedule for two or more 
To begin with the coaches in the area have expressed days# 
through answers on a given questionnaire that the material 
value and financial gain is certainly not the major reason 
for choosing such a field in which to work. 
I 
Handbook For Local School Officials. Texas Education 
Austin, Texas, October, 1950,p, 50, Agency, 
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Physical education Is indispensable in modern society. 
In the first place, aside from the influence of heredity 
and nutritive conditions physical education is the sole 
source for development of vitality. Organic power is 
dependent in a large part upoxi the activities of youth 
and neglect of physical education in childhood produces 
abnormal adults. Secondly, physical education is the 
sole organized skill so essential for the proper func­
tioning of the Individual as a motor moving mechanism. 
There ar® doubtless, also, vast contributions from these 
skills to the complete orientation of the Individual 
as a thinking, feeling, and acting organism. Thirdly 
physical education is indispensable today as the most 
important agency to develop attitudes toward play and 
to combat the sedentary life and its associated evils. 
21 o subject in the schools and no agency outside the 
schools is so well prepared to promote the idea that 
play is a part of the good life. There is no need to 
argue the necessity for such teaching. Society today 
gives numerous signs that play and recreation are es­
sential. To keep alive the play motive requires educa­
tion of people in skills that will provide satisfactions 
in the activities of recreation. Fourth, physical educa­
tion is indispensable for setting up standards of sports­
manship, Games offer the laboratory where vital atti­
tudes are formed and the teaching of these so essential 
for sport, is equally demanded for the whole life.® 
Providing adequate gymnasium facilities and equipment 
represents a tremendous problem for the director of physical 
education. Gymnasium construction challenges the attention 
of both trained architects and educational experts. The 
architect has the answer to tecnnlcal problems of stress and 
strain, but the administrator his staff know the type of 
construction best. 
Adaptability to purpose favors locating the gymnasium 
in a wing of the building adjacent to the playing fields, and 
on the ground floor. 
2 
Williams, Jesse Felrlng and Brownell, Clifford Lee,, 
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SAFETY AND SANITATION 
Providing Adequate areas and a measure of sanitation 
for both players and spectators should include the following 
essentials in the construction of the gymnasium) 1. a suit­
able floor, 2* smooth hard walls, 3* few obstructions, 
high ceilings, 5» appropiate seating facilities, 6. spacious 
doors, 7« ample lighting, 8* provisions for drinking fountains, 
and 9• adequate storerooms* 
Location of the gymnasium in a wing of the building 
helps to eliminate the possibility of objectionable noise in 
the academic classrooms and facilitates the movement of 
classes to and from the play area* A direct southern exposure, 
unsuitable for classrooms, provides for sunlight needed in 
gymnasiums* 
Safety measures should be provided on the play grounds 
and gymnasiums at all time* On the grounds ample supervision 
should be had at all times* In the gymnasiums special pre­
caution should be taken to see that all hasards are eliminated 
and that proper sanitation measures are maintained at all times* 
Students should be required to wear the proper kind of uniforms 
and keep them clean and fresh* 
The gymnasium floors and bleachers should be swept each 
day and scrubbed with an appropiate detergent at least ones 
a week or more if necessary* Remove dust which collects on 
apparatus, beams and other projections after each cleaning* 
10 
Flay Grounds 
The playground deserves thorough consideration in the 
total pattern of community recreation facilities* School 
playgrounds should pro\'ide for the educational experiences 
of the students during the day and serve the neighborhood 
outside of school hours# Today the school playground be­
comes, in reality, a neighborhood play area for youth and 
adults * 
The playgrounds of the schools in this study are all 
inadequate in various respects# They are poorly located 
and therefore represent inadequate attention to the details 
of initial school planning* Difficulties arise in using 
such fields for physical education classes* School personnel 
and townspeople fail to associate the athletic program in 
these schools with other normal educational functions# The 
playground in 87$ of the schools surveyed are not fenced, 
there are not any'separate play areas for boys and girls, 
the lighting is poor and causes Improper supervision, the 
drainage system is unsatisfactory, muddy surfaces after 
rain prevent usage for a day or so, and dust is a constant 
The playgrounds are hazard during dry weather in the area# 
operated with the barest of facilities, equipment and super­
vision# 
Approved standards for elementary school sites provide 
a minimum of five acres, plus an additional acre for each 
11 
two hundred pupils enrolled. High school standards recom­
mend a minimum of 10 acres, plus one acre for each 200 
students In regular attendance. Enclose all outdoor play-
areas as a safety precaution and to facilitate adequate 
control of activity. Many authorities recommend the chain-
link or wire-mesh fence, mounted on three-Inch galvanised 
iron pipes sunk In concrete footings which extend below the 
frost line. Approved heights for elementary play ground 
fenees are four and five feetj secondary schools, five to 
ten feet# Adaptability to purpose and attractiveness go 
hand In hand In the design of playgrounds and athletic 
fields# Fences of proper design, sat in from the street, 
provide opportunities for attractive landscaping. A fence 
may become a thing of beauty, with climbing roses and vines 
allowed to cover the iron and concrete. Such a structure 
discourages adventurous boys and otherwise might decide to 
use the fence as improvised climbing apparatus. 
Intended use of playgrounds during the evening, suggests 
the importance of proper illumination# proper lighting 
aids the program and assists in proper supervision of the 
Installation of lights by a competent engineer playground. 
provides adequate Illumination and avoids posts and wires 
which interfere with the program activities# 
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Course Offerings 
By laws in several states and by board of education 
regulations in others, physioal education is required by 
students in public schools, 
The time requirement continues in the eleventh and 
twelfth grades, many school systems provide a list of re­
creational activities from which Qualified students in 
these grades may elect the activities they desire to pur­
sue# 
The administration Is constantly plagued with the prob­
lem of determining a policy, with accompanying procedures, 
regulating excuses from physical education upon the advice 
of a competent physician, handicapped students are enrolled 
in such restricted or special classes as personnel and 
facilities permit. Students in senior high schools who 
meet the standard prescribed by the department may substi­
tute membership on an athletic team for the regular class 
attendance. 
In order to get a clear picture of the " load n as 
carried by the coaches compared to the other teac era em­
ployed in the same school system, each coach was asked two 
After the ooaches had answered the quest-direct questions, 
ions directly, they were asked to state why they answered 
the questions as they did. 
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The first question asked wast "Is there a regular paid 
assistant coach# Out of thirty-five schools in the survey 
nine coaches answered, "Yes", The following reasons may be 
advanced for not having a paid assistant* 
1« The school's enrollment is too small to merit a paid 
assistant, 
2* The facilities are not suitable for participation in 
full time intramural or interseholastic participation* 
3* The community has not awakened to the genuine desire 
for a well developed physical education program as one of 
the finer attributes of their culture* 
4* The fault may lie within the administration. A few 
schools are yet existing that are partially run by an 
administrator of the old school* Here the chief school 
requirements are the mastering of the three R's. The 
above statements may be summarized as follows g 
Hine coaches have regular paid assistants who in many 
ways lighten the degree of work done by the coach. The re­
maining twenty-six coaches presented various reasons which 
were all practical in solving the problem of why more schools 
do not demand and receive better athletic recognisation by 
hiring assistants for various sports* 
The second question asked wast "How many varying and 
unrelated subjects do you as a coach teach daily?" Out of 
the txiirty-flve coaches interviewed there only one who 
actually taught all classes in his chosen field of physical 
education. His five, six or seven hour day of teaching was 
spent wondering through history, spelling, English and 
sciences as well as a class or two in health or physical 
education* 
15 
The Intramural Program 
In a recent study the following statement was made: 
Present voluntary participation by all is the immediate 
end; continuation after leaving school of enjoyable 
participation in at least one sport learned in-the 
school's Intramural program is the remote end.-5 
The goal of the present stage of development of intra­
mural sports is to induce all students to take part in the 
program of sports, considering the participant's welfare as 
paramount. There has been improvement in standards. The 
directors have realised the advantage of meeting as a group 
and exchanging experiences and id©as. In 1938 the American 
Association and Health* Physical Education and Eecreation 
established a section on intramural athletics. 
At present programs of intramural sports are growing 
through out the country and especially in the various high 
schools. This is without question the field of most rapid 
development, a field in which through active sport practice 
it is hoped that everyone who wishes may find opportunity 
for engaging in interesting competition at his own level. 
1 
Valtemeo, C. D., Scott, Tom; Vernon, The Intramural 
Burgess Publishing Company, Minnesota, 19^* P» !• Handbook 
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TABLE II 
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM SPONSORED BY SCHOOLS 
Sports In Intramural Program 
Football Basket- Volley- Soft- Track No 





2 x x X 
T I X X X 
X X 5 
6 x X X 
I X X X X 
? X X X X u X X X 
IT X X 
12 X X X 
T X X 
X X 
I X X T I 
; 
i X X X 
I X X X 
I T X 2 x X 
2T x 
25 x X 
I 5 x X X X X X I X 2 
25 X X 
27 
25 
x X X X 
X 
% 
X X X 
X X X X 
X T X X 
X 5 
X X X X 
X X X 
X X X X 
26 7 2 9 22 5 Total 15 
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In table II we find that eighty per cent of the 
schools in this survey carried on some type of an intra­
mural program, The majority of the schools sponsored 
three or more sports in their program. In order to reach 
the majority of the students the intramural program should 
be as broad as possible. The sports found to be the most 
popular among the schools were, soft ball, basket ball, 
and base ball in that order. Track was the sport carried 
on in the least number of schools that had an intramural 
program. 
The director of the intramural program has a very 
important job to do. It was found that the twenty-eight 
schools having an intramural program not a one had a 
Since the intra-director who wasn»t a coach in school, 
mural program serves many more students than the inter-
scholastic program, it is the belief of the writer that more 
emphasis should be placed on the intramural program and less 
on the interscholastic program. 
The aim of any Intramural program should be to keep 
as many units or players competing as space will permit and 
maintain their rivalry until practically the end of the 
season. 
The objectives of an intramural program may be summarized 
in terns of the following terms of their educational values: 
1* To promote Leisure Education 
2. To Enrich Social Competence 
3. To Develop Group Loyalty 
4. To provide Healthful Exercise 
18 
The term "Intramural sports" has generally become 
accepted as the proper designation for all competi­
tion and recreative sport which takes place within 
the walls of a particular school. The word "Intra­
mural" is quite new, and the word is derived from 
the Latin word intra, meoing within, and the Latin 
word muralia, meaning wall. The implication takes 
us back to the time when all cities were surrounded 
by walls. Today, the tern is its symbolical sense, 
refers to all activities taking place within an 
imaginary boundary of the particular school or in­
stitution,^" 
Intramural sports usually link the various activities 
in on© particular school, either among individuals of that 
school or among teams of the same school that compete with 
each other. Most of the thirty-five schools surveyed in­
cluded such intra-mural sports as volley ball, basket ball, 
and baseball. Only nine of the thirty-five schools in the 
survey have paid assistants to supervise some phase of the 
Supervising any intra-mural sport calls intra-mural sports, 
for at least two and one half hours of ater "school hours" 
activities for three or four days per sport* There are 
schedules to be made, officials to be selected, as well as 
All of this work is an 
Tabulating 
securing time for the activity, 
addition to the required activities of a coach, 
the results of the survey showed the coaches were interested 
in the majority of the sports fostered by the school to the 
extent that long extra hours, insufficient assistance and 
tr Mitchell, Ilxaer D* Intramural Sports, A, S* 
and Company, Mew York, 1939* P« 1* 
Barnes 
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facilities, and low salaries did not daunt their efforts 
or spirit. Their favorite hobbies included many of the 
intramural sports and recalled to them pleasant memories 
of the social contacts, the group spirit,the high type 
of scholarship, and excellent physical development derived 
from such participation. 
On© writer states, 
BThe intramural player——engages in many sports 
participates in various contests, and establishes 
friendship with a large number of fellow players 
and opponents in his own school# Indeed the 
socialising values of Intramural sports have their 
most wide reaching application in those informal 
and often impromptu contests where no spectators 
and no officials are involved-—-All that is needed 
is a willingness to get into the game on a play 
level? the beneficial results of participation 
including socialization follow as a matter of course# «5 
5 •SsgB.S'Bffg.ff iSTife, 
1939) P» 87 
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Interscholastic Sports Sponsored by the Schools 
Interscholastic sports are those sports held between 
Intersckol&stic 3ports when properly sponsored 
offer icany advantages that are not found in intramural 
The element of travel is one of the many 
advantages inter sehool aports hold over intramural sports* 
Many other advantages can be named for a school that 




INTERSCHOLASTIC SPOFTS SPONSORED BY THE SCHOOLS 
Types of 
Sports Number Percent 
34 Basketball 
Football 












Table III shows the various sports that the schools parti­
cipated in on an interscholastic basis. Basketball was the 
sport that most the of the schools participated in with 
football and track following in that order* Tennis was the 
sport played between the least number of schools. Base ball 
ranked fourth among the schools with volley ball ranking 
fifth and aof tball sixth. 
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The interscholastic sports Include practically the same 
sports as those found in the intramural program* The In­
surmountable difficulty springs from the fact that the 
coach is usually the varsity coaeh and In the midst of his 
season of competition and hi© time is demanded there in 
order to produce a winning team or present a creditable 
Showing* Therefore the intramural program is not only 
slighted but frequently neglected entirely, Interscholastic 
competition adds to the coach the extra duties of scheduling, 
purchasing equipment, close contact with the state office 
in order to be informed of eligibility rulings, and frequent 
long overnight trips# Competition is greater and demands 
study in modem techniques and formations on the part of 
the coach# 
Regardless of the number and types of interscholastic 
competition the coach is concerned with major problems as: 
1. providing proper instruction* 
2* Safeguarding the health of all participants# 
3# Scheduling for the benefit of the teams involved# 
4* Providing winning combinations at regular intervals# 
Personal Data of Coaches 
Three of the thirty-five coaches included in this study 
These coaches are female; the other thirty-two are male, 
all work in the various counties of the trl-state area# 
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The Ace of the Coaches 
Table IV shows the age of the coaches, 
variation in the age distribution in the three groups: 
The twenty-to twenty-nine age level includes eighteen, 
the thirty to thirty-Hine age level Includes twelve, 
and the forty to forty-nine age level includes five. 
There is a 
TABLE IV 
AGE OP COACHES 




It is interesting to note that more than fifty per­
cent of the coaches surveyed were in the twenty to twenty-
This is an indication that most of nine year age rang©* 
the schools in this area are employing young coaches and 
by so doing are getting men that have had some specific 
training in the field of coaching and physical education. 
Tills will in time eliminate the coaching profession of 
those persons who have little or no training in coaching 
and are only coaching as a sideline or because they have 
a special interest in boys* 
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Coaches» Preparation and Experience 
Good coaching demands and requires adequate prepare* 
tion. The preparation of coaches of athletics and physi­
cal education teachers should equal the standards required 
for teachers of other academic subjects• 
The preparation of the coaches Is shown in table 
five* Ten ©caches are physical education majors, two 
coaches are physical education minors, and seventeen others 
who are neither physical education majors or minors have 
taken special physical education courses to increase their 
efficiency in the coaching profession. Thirty-four have 
bachelors degrees, one has a masters degree and twenty-four 
have done advanced study beyond the bachelor*s degree. 
The physical education teacher or coach should be 
equipped technically in his specialty and conform in atti­
tudes and appreciations to approved standards of educational 
practice* 
Having named many problems which directly or indirectly 
affect the coaches and schools in this study, the writer 
will consider first the preparation of the coaches. The 
coahh plays an important part in the life of the boys with 
who® he works} whether competent or incompetent, he directly 
Hence the importance influences the background of the boys* 




Coaches' Preparation and Experience 
Teacher Number of Years 
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In table five It is shown clearly that the majority 
of the athletic coaches are neither physical education 
majors or minors. Although, most of the coaches have done 
advanced work of some kind, only thirty*three per cent of 
them are either physical education majors or physical 
education minors. 
The ten physical education majors have or an average 
of two and six tenth (2.6) years teaching experience. This 
is further evidence that the majority of the schools are 
employing younger coaches and in most cases better prepared 
coaches for the Job due to the fact that they are hired now 
to teach in the fields in which they have majored or minored# 
This fact has a definite bearing on the load of the coach 
in that since most persons doing the type of work that they 
are best suited for and more interested in can do much better 
work and in most cases more work. This is due to the fact 





FAVORITE HOBBIES OF COACHES 
H 81x18 OI 
Hobble# MM SSfo 
1st 2nd 3rd kth. 5th 6th Preference 
Heading 2 7 7 3 It 1 k 
i 2 2 2 k. Dancing 12 
Movie# A 11 10 7 2 1 
1 4 8 3 3 2 1A Card dames 
22 2 2 8 Sport# •MAMWMMMMM 1 
Conversation 1 7 1 it 12 1 1 
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Table VI shoe# the coaches* selection# according to 
choice# Twenty-two coaches selected sports as first choice, 
nine selected reading, and one each selected dancing, card 
games, conversation, and radio* Those hobbles receiving 
second choice were movie#, 11; reading and conversation, 7 
each; card games, dancing, and sports, If, 3# and 2, 
respectively* 
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Hobbles of Coaches 
Hie hobbies of the coaches have a very definite 
bearing on his load# If an individual enjoys doing some­
thing to the extent where he makes it a hobby of his then 
it is reasonable to as suae that his interest for that thing 
is very great* As in the case of most of the coaches who 
listed sports of some kind as hobbies of theirs* we can 
readily assume that their interest in sports is greater 
that in most other things* If this is true then assigning 
the coach who is interested in sports extra coaching duties 
would get better results than assigning the coach these 
duties whose hobbies are less related to coaching* 
As one writer say* 
The play of an adult sometimes takes the form of a 
hobby, such as fine cabinet making, or engaging in 
dramatics or literary work# When a person takes a 
hobby so seriously that he is not content with 
practicing it a® a mere recreation, but constantly 
strives to attain a grade of proficiency and takes 
pride in exhibiting his talent, then he is reaching 
play of as high a level as that of a child* When 
he plays merely for recreation or amusement his 
play lack purpose and drops to a lower level) it is 
for the moment only# 
6 
Bowen, Wilber P. and Mitchell, Elmer D#, Hie Theory 
of Organised Play. A* S* Barnes and Company, New York, 
Mew jftrg l^P* 197 
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Attitudes Toward Sports 
The varying attitudes toward sports are given in 
table VII• The sports that are of chief Interest to 
the coaches as well as the sports of least interest are 
shown* 
TABLE VII 





Basketball 11 Track 11 
1 Football 11 Basketball 
k Baseball 1 Softball 
it 1 Track Baseball 
1 Tennis Boxing 
Tennis 
1 
1 Ho preference 3 
Any Girl* s Game 1 
Football 1 
Table VII above reveals the sports that the coaches 
in the survey liked to coach best and least* Of the 
thirty-four coaches giving their preferences, it is 
interesting to note that football and basketball were 
the favorites among seventy-nine per cent of them* 
Eighteen per cent said that baseball and track were the 
ones they were most interested in* Three per cent of 
the coaches said that they were moat interested in 
boxing and tennis* 
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TABLE VIII 
COURSES AND LOAD CARRIED BY COACHES 
Teacher Class 
Number Load^ Name and Number of Courses Taught 
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WOHKIHG COHDITXOHS 
Since one's working conditions can promote or retard 
their effectiveness in any undertaking, I attempted to 
find out exactly under what conditions the coaches in this 
As has been stated earlier, each coach area were working. 
in this study is a member of the faculty of his respective 
For this reason each of them is required to community* 
teach classes la academic subjects as well as do the 
coaching* The table on the coaches* load will show exactly 
how many classes each of the coaches taught and in just what 
field these classes were in. The number of classes ranged 
from sixteen for the coach with the largest number of classes 
to three for the coach teaching the least number of classes* 
The distribution of the two hundred forty-four classes are 
0ns coach taught sixteen classes dally, one as followsi 
taught fifteen classes, one taught thirteen classes, one 
taught eleven classes, two each taught ten, nine and eight 
classes, seven taught seven classes, six taught as many as 
six classes, six taught five classes, two taught four classes 
The classes and there were four teaching only three classes* 
in which the coaches in this survey taught had a very wide 
Twenty-one dlffeient types of range as well as scope* 
classes made up this group of subjects* 
In order to do justice to ones work ample preparation 
must be made for the task ahead before hand and in the 
case of some of the coaches having so many classes to 
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handle certainly It la quite a Job preparing lesson plans 
and other teaching aids for these classes* 
those classes such as biology and chemistry that some of the 
coaches are teaching that even require th< 
There were also 
to spend long 
hours in the laboratory in order that they may do Justice to 
their classes* There were thirty-nine or sixteen pe r cent 
of the classes being taught by the coaches in mathematics; 
sixteen or seven per cent of the classes were In civics; 
thirty-eight or sixteen per cent of the classes were in 
each* physical education and history; seventeen or seven 
per cent of the classes were in general science; sixteen 
classes were taught in shop work* and many other classes 
were taught la various other courses* 
after teaching the classes indicated above the ooachee 
had to do all the coaching after school* This is extremely 
hard on the coach as well as students for th 
so long in the class room and then have to do all of their 
coaching after school hours* 
Since physical education is the course that is most 
related to coaching* then it would be of more value to the 
coach if his classes were in physical education* It can 
be seen in table VIII that only one coach taught all 
physical education classes* There were only thirty-eight 
classes in physical education taught by the entire group 
of coaches* 
to be worked 
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Heal til is probably the next in line as far as the relation 
to coaching is concerned* In health we found the coaches 
teaching only a total of eighteen classes. 
In order to do a good job of any kind ample time should 
be given to making preparation for the job ahead* For that 
reason most school districts have limited the amount of work 
to be done by the teachers* some school require a teacher to 
work only five hours daily where the classes are forty-five 
minutes oh* Other regulations recently adopted require 
teachers to work in the area where sufficient preparation 
has been made* It was alearly brought out in this study 
that the majority of the coaches were* first* working far 
too many hours daily to obtain the maximum results from their 
work* and second* too many of the coaches had to teach sub­
jects that were not In the field of physical education or 
seme other subjects that wer closely related to physical 
education or coaching* 
In view of the fact that most teachers will secure 
their first position in small high schools, they 
are required to7teach broad fields rather than in 
limited fields•' 
Although this study Involves only the schools In the 
Tri-State Area of Texas, Hew Mexico* and Oklahoma* I be­
lieve that this study would show similar conditions ex­
isting in most of the other districts of the States in 
7 !»•* The Hew High School In the Making, Wrinkle* William 
New York, 1938, p. 290 
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which this study WAS mad®, in most states where schools 
are separately maintained, the schools in which the Negro 
students attend are poorly equipped and the few teachers 
who are employed are overloaded# Separate schools are 
very expensive to operate and often the funds are too low 
to maintain good schools for either race# Under these 
conditions the Negro school in most cases must suffer most# 
The condition of having teachers and coaches teach 
in various fields is probably bought about to save money, 
but a coach cannot do his best work when he has to teach 
so many unrelated subjects# Me is not prepared in many 
cases to teach the subjects that are assigned to him# 
The results of this survey showed that the coaches 
had to perform many other duties that are not at all re* 
lated and conducive to coaching# Some of the many extra 
duties that the coach had to perform were to drive the 
school bus, supervise the study hall, sponsor the various 
classes that he taught, do janitor work, take care of the 
yard, serve as scout master, and many others# 
Many experiments have been made to try to detemslas 
frfofr desired ntaaber of pupils to be place in a given class# 
Some school officials desire pupil-teacher ratios 




thirty-five to one# 
Most school accrediting agencies# such as thi North 
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools# have 
regulations on the sixe of the classes# and the total pro-
• -t 
fessional load of the teachers# 
Coaches1 Salary 
Table IX shows the annual salaries of the coaches# 
Six co&cheB receive an annual salary of $3600 or above# 
Then of the ooaches receive an annual salary of 13100 
to #3500. Eighteen coaches receive a salary of 2000 
to #3000 and one coach receives #2500 or below# Since 
the majority of the coaches are not receiving a bonus 
for coaching it was important to find out what salary 
the coaches were receiving for the duties they were 
performing# 
n.. Public School Administration# Revised, 
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..no majority of coaches * salaries rank fairly close to­
gether in this evaluation. Thirty-one per cent of the sal-
ies fell in the 2600 to $ 3000 bracketj twenty-nine per 
cent of the salaries ranged from ft 3100 to ft 3500; seventeen 
per cent of the salaries ranged from ft 3600 or above j the 
other three per cent fell in the bracket of ft 2500 and be­
low. j.t is the sincere belief of the writer that the coach 
being a bona fide and full time member of the school faculty 
where lie works should be paid a bonus for coaching but it is 
my belief that if this is true, then the teachers who per­
form such duties as directing the debating team, conducting 
the glee club, and many others should be paid a bonus like­
wise. Since coaches should hold their practice sessions 
from one and one-half to two hours daily, I think that if the 
other classroom teachers are required to teach five one hour 
classes, then the coach who works with the boys about two 
hours dally should be allowed two hours off daily from the 
classroom to balanoe the two extra hours he spends after 
school. 
Table IX also shows that each coach in this survey is 
receiving at least the standard salary for teachers as pre-
A teacher with, no ex-scribeci by the Texas Education Agency, 
perience and a bachelor's degree should receive at least the 
standard salary for teachers as prescribed by the Texas 
Agency, 
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There was only cox® coach in this survey coaching for 
the first time, the coach in turn received the minimum 
salary* It is also interesting to note that in this survey 
of thirty-five coaches only four are receiving a bonus for 
their coaching* These bonuses range from flOO to $$00* 
Three of the four coaches who received a bonus for coaching 
were teaching a regular class schedule as set up by that 
particular school, plus the coaching each ooash performed 
various other duties* One was sponsor of the Hi-X organis­
ation, one a home room class, one sponsored and supervised 
entertainments at regular Intervals as well as teaching t-
ten classes of various subjects daily* The second bonus 
coach received a bonus of #300* B® taught six one hour 
classes daily, sponsored a class, was assistant principal 
The third bonus coach received 
Be coached all sports. 
and a boys1 counselor* 
|20.00 per month extra for coaching* 
taught eleven classes, and was Scout Master plus trained 
the debating team* The fourth and last bonus coach taught 
only three classes * these classes wsre all shop classes 
arxi he was teaching five hours a day five days a 
Hs did not have a class room to supervise, but was the 
It*s also interesting to note that assistant principal* 
this coach is the only one of the four bonus coaches 
that has assistant coaches. This coach receives a bonus 
of $£00 for his coaching* Although thsre ara many mors 
coaches in this study teaching mors classes, coaching as 
sports without the aid of assistants and performing many 
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mor© extra duties and not receiving & bonus for their work* 
I think the coaches who are receiving a bonus are Justified 
in doing so in that they are teaching just as many classes 
as their co-workers plus the fact that they are doing the 
coaching and other jobs that regular teachers are not doing* 
There should be some adjustments made however, in the 
case of those cfeaohes who aren*t receiving a bonus. The 
logical thing to do would be to add another teaoher who 
could perfo: 
is carrying along with his coaching* Then there is the 
ehoioe of trying to figure the number of extra hours the 
coach is working and carrying along with his coaching* 
Also there is the choice of trying to figure the number of 
extra hours the coach is working and pay him in proportion 
to the regular salary scale* Since there is no definite 
way to determine the number of extra hours a coach puts 
some of the duties that this particular coach 
in, there isn*t a definite way to determine a solution to 
of paying the coach for the actual work he does* the probl 
There is no doubt, however, that the thirty-one coaches 
who are not receiving bemuses would appreciate some adjust­





Average Number of Hour* Coachea Worked Daily 
Table ten show# the average number of hours the 
coaches In this study worked dally, Fourteen or forty per 
cent of the coaches worked on an average of six to eight 
hours dally* Twelve or about thirty-four per cent of the 
coaches worked from nine to ten hours per day* There axe 
five or fourteen per cent of the coaches averaging from 
eleven to twelve hours da$ly. Six per cent of the coaches 
spent more than twelve hours teaching and coaching dally* 
Two more coaches or about six per cent were found to be 
working six hour# or less daily which is the maximum number 
of hour# prescribed by the Texas Education Agency* 
It 1# easily seen in this table that about ninety-
four per cent of the coaehe# are working more hours per day 
than is educationally sound* Although the table shows that 
the average coach spends from three to four hours per day 
coaching It is the opinion of authorities that the length 
of session# per day with not more than four session# per 
week* It was also found out that the coachea In scheduling 
their games In the sports that they coached exceeded the 
maximum a# set up a# a standard for high schools# The aver­
age coach had to work through the football season from 
ei^t to ten game# and in baskbtball the season ranged from 
eight to ten games sometime as high a# thirty-seven games* 
The recommended number of games of basket ball is twelve 
and there wasn»t a single school that played as few as 
twelve games per season* 
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Number of^Hours Coaches Worked 
Table X revealed that the majority of the coaches are 
working far too many hours per day* Since it is true th&t 
the individual who works the greatest number of hours doesn't 
necessarily do the greatest amount of work and definitely 
not the best work, then the same should be applied to the 
coach* Certainly a coach that is required to work only 
six hours a day can do a much better job than the one that 
is required to work ten to twelve and sometimes more hours 
per day* It is true that the coaches* teachings are openly 
exposed to pub lie evaluation and erlticiam then it is for 
this reason that he should be given more time for planning 
and making preparation for his coaching duties* 
Number of Long Trips Taken per Week From School 
By week days her© w© are refering to those days other 
than Friday, Saturday or Sunday* From a physiological 
standpoint as well as from an educational point of view it 
would be better for all schools engaged in interscholastio 
sports to play their games on week-ends rather than in the 
middle of the week* A child isn»t able to participate in 
a strenuous athletic contest one night, get the required 
amount of rest and then attend his classes the next day 
and do justice to both his body and his subject matter. 
TABLE XI 
NUMBER OP TRIPS TAKEN PROM SCHOOL PER WEEK 
Numbar 
Teacher 
Humbor of trips 
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Table XI shows the number of trips taken from school 
during the week on days other than the week-end. Twenty-
nine of the ooachee had to make at least one trip away 
from school as shown in this table. Six of the coaches 
were in a position to schedule their games in a manner 
that would not re qui re them making long trips one day 
and having to return to school the next* 
Only eight of the coaches who did make such trips 
thought that they actually did justice to their classes 
the day following the trips. Twenty-one or sixty per cent 
of the coaches stated that they definitely didn't do 
justice to their classes following long week day trips. 
There were six coaches who weren't certain whether they 
did justice to their classes or not. 
Any number of reasons were given by the coaches for 
making these trips on week days rather than on week-ends. 
The reason that was given most, was that they did not 
have playing areas of their own and since they were using 
the play areas belonging to other schools in the city 
they to schedule their games so that there would be 
Another reason that was given quite fre-no conflicts* 
quently was that the lace of transportation caused the 
schools to schedule the games so that they could use 
the transportation which other teams in the city had 
priority* Several schools said that they played tneir 
in the middle of the week because their chances games 
of having a good attendance were better. 
Talcing trips away from school in the middle of the 
week may not seem very important in some sections of the 
state but in this particular area it is a very vital 
factor due to the fact that the schools are so far apart. 
In one district that Includes eight schools the average 
distance to the schools is two hundred thirty-nine miles* 
lues© distances range from one hundred twenty-four miles 
to the nearest town to three hundred fifteen miles to the 
town that was the farthest away. 
Conditions like these are similar throughout this 
Hot only are the coaches handicapped in 
making trips of this nature, the athletes who participate 
one night and are required to attend their classes the 
next day are also at a great disadvantage. 
entire area. 
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Extra Duties Perforated 
Beside having to teach the same number of classes 
that were taught by the other teachers of the faculty 
there were many extra duties performed by the various 
The list of extra duties that were performed 
and the number of coaches performing these duties can 
be seen in table XII• 
coaches * 
TABLE XII 








Study Hall Supervisor 
Teacher of Veteran Classes 
Bey*a Couneler 
Hi-Y Advisor 

















Table XII shown above shows the various extra duties 
performed by the coaches in this study. These duties all 
require extra hours of work and only add to the burden 
of the already over loaded coach. The extra duty that was 
performed by the majority of the coaches was that of the 
* 
home room advisor for their classes. This duty as insig­
nificant as it may seem will require a great deal of work 
on tne part of the coach if he is to render the kind of 
service that reflects the characteristics of a good coach. 
Various other duties were mentioned that are Just as im­
portant to the molding of a well rounded student as that of 
the class advisor. The coaches held such important duties 
aside from their coaching as principal of their schools to 
the Janitor of the school. Most of these duties are looked 
upon as being a sideline to the regular Job but the time re-
3 
quired to do such a Job well is probably more important to 
the coach than anjr other teacher of the school due to the 
fact that he is already working from eight to twelve and in 
some instances more hours daily. Certainly these duties 
must be performed by some one and the coach as a member of 
) 
the faculty should be assigned duties along the line the a-
mount of work that a person can do with any amount of success 
mi™ 
should be determined. 
Serving as Boy*s counselor was the extra duty that 
was performed by the next highest number of coaches. Certain­
ly no other person on the staff should be more qualified to 
' . 
do this Job than the coach and since this is true then a-
So instead of having gain X say let the coach do the Job. 
him perform so many odd and varied Jobs and doing no no well, 
it Is pertinent and natural that he would do a better Job 
in a preferred and desired type of Job, it would 
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bo batter for the coach as well as those he is to 
serve to allow hie* to do only the amount of work that Le 
can do well without taxing him physically to the point 
where he is seldom at ease* 
It was also found out that beside the extra duties the 
coach performed, he very seldom had a free week-end for 
rest and relaxation* During the various sport seasons the 
coaches seldom could put their work aside on Friday even­
ing and relax until Monday morning as most teachers do* 
Some had games to be played on Friday or Saturday nights 
while others were making trips on week-ends in behalf of 
the school in some capacity or the other* 
It Is for these and other extra duties too numerous 
to mention that the writer thinks the coach is spending 
too much time In the class room teaching courses where 
other persons could serve just as effectively and leave 
the coach more time for coaching and performing extra 
duties that he is best suited to do* 
Equipment 
Ifive of the thirty*five schools included in this survey 
have gymnasiums as a part of the school plant* The remain* 
ing thirty used the gymnasiums of a junior high or senior 
high school belonging to the white system at a convenient 
time when they were to play an inter scholastic game that re­
quired a gymnasium. Problems of facilities and equipment 
clearly indicate the interrelationship of administration, 
supervision, and instruction emphasizing the need for mutual 
understanding and reapect between these professional groups 
in the total responsibilities of the department to insure ap-
propiate tools with which to work* 
The indoor play area in most institutions is usually call­
ed a gymnasium* The schools in this survey who are possess­
ors of gymnasiums are owners of a combination auditorium-gym­
nasium* The combination auditorium-gymnasium offers draw* 
backs of usage periods* Although these gymnasiums are better 
than none at all it is always best to get a gymnasium that is 
used for only the physical education department when ever 
possible* The gymnasium should be equipped with the most 
modem equipment when ever possible* 
Playgrounds and gymnasiums both demand as a part of their 
equipment shower rooms, lookers, and storage space* 
k9 
Locker and shower rooms in the five schools with 
gymnasiums are favorably located and well equipped. Two 
of the five schools us© the individual wire basket set-
in which each student in a class is provided with a basket. 
The procedure in usage of the lockers involve a trip to 
the locker opening and securing uniform and dressing in 
the dressing room. The students street clothes are usu­
ally placed in the locker until the class period is over. 
By unanimous agreement the shower bath after exercise 
constitutes an integral part of the physical education 
period# The schools that are provided with lockers and 
showers should have them separate# but adjacent units. 
Wet floors and moisture-laden air# have forced the newly 
constructed buildings to be constructed with separate 
lockers and shower rooms• Ventilation# lighting# plumb­
ing, the water supply and construction of the showsr and 
locker rooms are all decidedly important factors* 
up 
All 
shower room* Illustrate the close relationship existing 
Pro-between physical education and health education, 
psrly conducted and supervised showers provide an ex­
cellent means of inculcating desirable habits of personal 
Supervision of the shower room prevents 
accidents and misuse of facilities, and provides opportuni-
ties for educational experiences# 
cleanliness # 
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Adequate service rooms for apparatus and equipment 
are provided for In the five schools with gymnasiums. 
All space alloted Is well kept and safely locked. 
The thirty schools in the survey without gymnasiums 
are not entirely without access to the use of gymnasiums, 
however, they are not available to them at all times. 
The gymnasiums available for use are of modern design 
and construction and are equipped with most modern con-
veniences• 
Provisions for medical examinations of school 
children were among the first health measures to receive 
legal sanction. The provision for medical supplies and 
equipment for players of various competitive sports 
whether intra-mural or inte rscholas tic Is chiefly a con­
cern of the already overworked coach. Many of the school 
boards offer no assistance or aid in this matter. Schools 
wxio operate their athletic system on an entirely separate 
financial basis from that of the other schools in the 
set-up may offer partial aid to an injured player or 
supply nn inadequate amount of medical supplies for their 
particular set—up# Although various types ox ^roup in-
available to schools for the protection of surance are 
their athletes, not one of the schools surveyed carried a 
the athletes of their school. group insurance on 
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It is recommended that the law carry no specific 
appropiations either for a separate division with-
in the state department, or for health and physical 
education In cities and towns* Instead, finances 
for the division are to corse from the usual channels 
of state aid grants* Statutory appropiations, and 
assistances to local districts from the usual chan­
nels of state aid grants* Statutory appropiations 
to specific divisions within the department of 
education are not in accord with the modern admin­
istrative practice, and In addition, they are easy 
prey for those who seek to carry favor with an In­
formed constituency in times of economic retrench­
ment or political strife*' 
Two of the thirty-five schools surveyed operate 
the athletlea under the school system selected for all 
schools in the city. These schools are fortunate indeed, 
in that uniforms and all equipment are purchased through 
the athletic business manager* The coaches of these two 
schools have only to write requisitions for equipment 
for all sports for a year. At the beginning of the season 
for each gport, the equipment ordered Is placed at the 
disposal of the coach* 
Stationary benches in locker rooms should be used 
whenever possible Instead of the portable stools* Long 
benches six inches wide, supported by iron pedestals, 
and permanently attached to the floor are recommended. 
The locker rooms are equipped with 12x18 inch mirrors 
at the end of each row of lockers. 
William and Brownell, op* clt» P* ^ 
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The school administration solved the problem of 
clean unlfonas and towels by arranging with a 
clal laundry to provide clean equipment at normal cost 
paid by the student and supplemented by the school. 
All thirty-five of the coaches involved in this 
survey have regular health textbooks and pamphlets on 
physical education as adopted by the state for their 
particular classes* 
In the preparation of this thesis, the writer found 
the following situations or conditions that wer connected 
with the background of the coaches in this survey* 
1* Some of the coaches are not adequately prepared 
to coach athletics* Many of them are not physical educa­
tion majors. 
2* The coaches and physical education teachers have 
to teach subjects other than physical education or related 
subjects and their classes are in many cases too large. 
3* Some of the coaches stress only certain sports 
because of lack of time and equipment. 
4* Though over loaded as a classroom teacher, 
advisor, bus driver, and coach many of the coaches are 
bearing the burden and showing excellent results. 
5. The hobbies of the coaobes are temperamentally 







The coaches in this study were found to be working 
on an average of about nine hours a day# 
the fact that they were teaching the regular number of 
classes that were required by the other teachers of their 
faculty to teach and then they were spending from two and 
one-half hours to about four hours coaching in the after­
noon after school was out# 
In order that teachers way do a good Job of teaching 
the boys and girls with whom they come in contact from 
day to day, certain education agencies have made studies 
to determine just how much a teacher can do before rffaoh-
This was due to 
ing the stage where they become bored and fatigued with 
It was found that the teachers were to the days work# 
teach not more than five one hour classes daily or six 
In this case the teacher forty-five minutes classes a day# 
who has only to teach in the classroom would have at least 
one vacant period in the day to relax for the next class 
There are cases, however. ahead or for the next days work# 
where the teachers are teaching more -lasses tha i is pre­
scribed by the department of education but so is t.ie 
coach in this same school# This condition is brought about 
in the smaller high schools where the teachers are required 
and for shorter periods of time than 
The teachers in these 
to teach more classes 
they would in a larger high school# 
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schools are only required to teach these classes while 
the coach on the other hand will teach the same number 
of classes and then to go to the field or gymnasium for 
the ooaohing Job ahead. 
ooine school accrediting agencies have tried to deter­
mine the number of pupils that a teacher should have in a 
class, There are those who believe that the rnw-r-t imm num­
ber of students that can be handled successfully in a 
class is twenty-four, others say thirty and still others 
believe that the number to be taught in any class should 
be thirty-five. The coach will have some times as any as 
fifty and sixty boys to teach various games that they are 
teaching without assistance. This is also an unwholesome 
situation as far as the coach is concerned since he is try­
ing to mold the lives of the boys that he is coaching he 
should not be required to handle more boys than he can give 
the best instruction possible. 
In the case of the teacher who is called upon to 
handle extra assignments such as training the glee clubs, 
the debating teams, and other similar duties she is general­
ly given extra time to do this Job, In most instances she 
will be permitted to do this Job during the regular class 
period. The coach will have to restrict his teaoliing to 
the time alloted him after eehool Is out for the day. 
V " 
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In many schools today we will find that various 
courses of study have been made to make the work of the 
teacher as easy and pleasant as possible in order that 
sloe might get her work over to her pupil with as much 
ease as possible and with the least effort possible. 
The coach will have all the planning of his work to do 
himself without the aid of an expert's advice as in 
the case of the classroom teacher. 
Table nine shows that the salary of the ooaches in 
this study are the same as that of the fceaohers with the 
same amount of teaching experience. Since this is true 
then it is the writer's belief that the load of the coach 
should be the same as that of the teachers. If the teachers 
are required to teach five, ten or fifteen classes daily 
then the coach should only be required to do the same 
amount of work. This may mean that the coaches working 
about three hours in the afternoon with his team will be 
required to do three hours less work in th© classroom. 
This survey reveals that only four coaches are being paid 
for the extra work that they are doing and since this is 
r 
true the other thirty-one coaches should have less work 
to do in the classroom. 
Due to the fact that the coaches are called upon 
to do any extra duties that most teachers are not asked 
to do it is further evidence that their load is far 
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greater than the teachers In their schools# 
coaches are required to drive the school bus, 
as the assistant principal, others have to supervise the 
playgrounds and still others are boy's counselors# 
duties have to be performed by some one on the faculty 
and since that is true then it is no more than fair that 
the coach does his part. 
It is further evidence that the coaches are doing 
far more work in the various schools than the other 




the number of trips that they have to take away from 
school during the year in the interest of the school# 
ours games and meetings take the coaches away from their 
homes and family many days and nights when the other 
teachers are relaxing for the job to come# 
Teachers who sponsor the debating team, the dramatic 
club, Rnd other similar organizations have only the job 
of preparing that organisation for the performance ahead# 
Vari-
Generally, the transportation and other things necessary 
handled by some one other than 
On the other hand 
to present the group are 
that individual, usually the principal* 
the coach has to look after most of these things hin self 
when it comes to providing for the various atlilotic teams. 
In the class room when the teacher finds that one of her 
pupils la 111 or injure all to do 1. send the 
student to the nurse's office .here as the coach In many 
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cases has to take care of these things himself. 
The coach in many cchoola in this survey has to 
serve in the capacity as chaperon for the boys at night 
and after School hours. Many coaches are so concerned 
with their players welfare that they are being called to 
various places at night to see that the boys are carrying 
r* 
out the things that he has taught them concerning their 
There are very few class room teachers 
that take their teaching farther than their class room* 
All of this is evidence that the load of the coach 
in the class room is the same as that of the other teachers 
plus the fact that the coaches are performing many jobs 
that aren't required of the average teacher. 





SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The problem presented in this study is indicated in 
the title "A Comparative Study of the Coach»s Load in the 
Tri-State Area with that of the Teacher's as Prescribed 
by the Texas Department of Education." The purpose was 
to compare the teaching, coaching, and extra-mural load 
of the coaches that make up the coaching staff of the tri-
state area with that of the teacher's as prescribed by 
the Texas Department of Education, so that their weakness 
as well as their strong points could be indicated. Aftefc 
the comparative study had been made, it was logical that 
recommendations be offered. 
The results of the Information obtained in this study 
indicates that the study has served to bring out the 
authentic material on the habits and work of the coaches in 
It has served to acquaint the writer the tri-state area, 
with valuable information in research technique*. 
The writer feels that coaching is a field that is very 
essential In any modern high school. It is also revealed 
successful coach must have a genuine love in study that a 
for sports and for working with boys. 
This study is intended to help others who are interested 
of the teaching and coaching field in the general set-up 
in the tri-state area. 
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The questionnaire, included in the appendix, 
mailed or carried by the writer to the coahh, and filled 
out by the coach in question during the school year 1951-
1952# A comparison based upon accepted standards from 
the State Department of Education of the average teaching 
load of a teacher was made of the coaches of each school 
in the survey * 
The results of the study brought out the following 
interesting facts concerning the coaches in this aurveyj 
1* Each of the thirty-five coaches in this survey is 
a college graduate* 
2* Each of the schools in the survey has an athletic 
program of some form* 
3* Hone of the schools have a full time physical 
education teacher* 
4* Facilities for use in both intramural and inter-
scholastic sports are inadequate* 
r » 
5* The survey of the intramural program of activities 
indicated that all of the schools offer some pro­
gram of intramural sports* 
6. Of the thirty-five college graduates in this survey 
listed as coaches in various schools, only ten are 
was 
physical education majors* 
coaches included in the survey who taught 
thirteen unrelated subjects and then per-
7* There were 
as many as 
fonned all the athletic duties connected witn tae 
6o 
school* 
8. That the average coach puts in as many as lOfr 
r • 
hours daily during football and basketball 
season* 
9* Although there are only ten physical education 
majors included in the survey, seventeen of the 
coaches have done advanced work to add to their 
proficiency in coaching athletics* 
10* That the age distribution proves that the athletic 
profession is raising its standards by the addition 
of trained specialists to the field* 
11* That the athletie coach has a wonderful opportunity 
to mold the life and character of those with whom 
he works* 
12* Two of the thirty-five schools included in the 
survey operate under the over all business 
managerial set-up of finance for all schools in 
the system* 
13* That none of the schools Include accidental insurance 
policies covering the athletics in the school* 
14. That five of the schools in the survey are possessors 
of auditorium-gymnasiums* 
15* That according to preference in choice of hobbies 
the coaches in this survey are partial and attitudes, 
to their chosen profession and enjoy sports for 
entertainment as well as for labor. 
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The writer feels that this study Is important not 
only to the superintendent, board of trustees, and phy­
sical education teachers in this area, but to the majority 
of the counties where separate schools are maintained* 
A questionnaire was sent to each eoaoh in the high 
schools of this area along with a letter explaining the 
nature of this study. Forty-two questionnaires war# mail­
ed or delivered personally to the coaches with a request 
that they be filled out and returned. Other information 
was secured from bulletins, textbooks, periodicals, and 
from personal interviews. 
All of the coaches in this survey are regular members 
of the faculty in the school in which they are employed. 
As was mentioned the coaches are regularly employed and 
therefore feel their responsibility toward the school and 
its program, 
This study reveals the schools in which the coach is 
a physical education major and the subjects taught and 
the schools in which the coach is not a physical educat-
ion major and the subjects taught. 
The coaches surveyed had degrees ranging from bache­
lors to masters, 
minor in the field of physioal education he" • 
work toward making them become more proficient in the 
coaching field. 




teachers of academic subjects# 
Courses pursued by the various coaches to improve 
their efficiency were as follows I Floor work in Basketball, 
Coaching Techniques in Basketball, Organisation and Adminis­
tration, First Aid, Coaching Basketball, Anatomy, Biology, 
Science of Coaching, Basketball Officiating, Flays and Games 
in Elementary School, Problems in Health and Physical Educa­
tion, Games of Higher Organisation, Community Recreation, 
and Methods of Teaching Physical Education# 
This study further revealed that the schools hiring 
only one coach or physical education teacher worked a hard­
ship upon the individual involved because of the one person 
having to head all sports carried on in the school# 
Si* of the thirty-five coaches in the survey had no 
direct connection with the scheduling of competitive con­
tests connected with their school, while the other twenty-
nine were given firfcfc preference in the scheduling of games 
with other schools# 
A similar situation involved the purchasing of equip­
ment for the various sports in the school# 
fifteen coaches did not purchase equipment while the other 
twenty purchased all equipment used in their school. 
Nine of the coaches in this survey had been employed 
in one school for a period of one year each, seven for a 
Here, however, 
period of four years each, si* for a period of three years 
each, four for a period of two years each, two each for a 
and sixteen years respectively. period of five years 
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Extra duties undertaken by the coaches In this 
area Included the regular classroom work and coaching 
Homeroom and Class Advisor* supervisor of chapel 
exercises* socials* IjH clubs* study hall* veteran classes* 
Hi-Y Advisor, Scout Master, girls advisor and coach* Dean 
of boys, bus driver* assistant principal and principal# 
One coach fell in the $2#GQ and below salary level, 
' dt > eighteen ranged in the 2600 to $3000 level, ten were fourtd 
to range in the $3100 to $3500 level* while six fell in 
the $3600 and above level# 
Inter school sports sponsored by the schools in this 
area are football, 20 or 57$* basketball, 34,01' 97%t base­
ball* 18 or 51%l track and field, 19 or 54#! volleyball* 
7 or 20#| Softball* 9 or 28$| swimming, 1 &k 3#i and tennis 
5 or li$. 
are 1 
It was noted In the study that the coaches held 
various members hips with different organisations and 
2*hes® same coaches also subscribed to associations* 
various magazines and current material which Were signs 
of enlightening approaches to their field of endeavor* 
6k 
In the light or the problem just presented the loos­
ing recommendations 
load in the trl—state area* 
1. A well trained, qualified coach should be hired 
at each school in this area and should be allowed 
to devote at least half of his time to coaching 
athletics* 
2* More adequate facilities should be provided for 
use in both intergcholastlo and intra-mural 
programs* 
3* Coaches should be teachers of physical education* 
More adequate facilities should be provided for use 
in the sports program, particularly for the Indiv-
iual "carry over" sports. Adequate facilities 
should be considered those which give very student 
opportunity to participate often* 
5* Schools should hold their athletic contests on 
days other than those proceeding school days. 
6* Adequate transportation should be secured for the 
teams traveling to and from athletic contests held 
off their campus* 
7* School officials and coaches should see to it that 
their teams participate in a maximum of not more 
than eight and tw«aty basketball games 
per season* 
9* Each school regardless to the size should carry on 
some type or an intra-mural program* 
are being made relative to the coaohes 
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9# More emphasis should bs placed upon the Intra* 
mural program In an attempt to meet the needs of 
all the students* 
10* At least one assistant coach should be hired in 
the larger schools in an effort to provide adequate 
instruction as well as lighten the load of the head 
couch* 
11* The voluntary managerial system should be adopted 
by each school to aid with their athletic and 
intra-mural programs* 
12* A standard should be adopted in evaluating the 
oo&ch's load in order that the majority of the 
ooaohes will be carrying a standard load* 
13• I£ the coach is required to work hours in excess 
to the other teacuers, then he should be given 
a bonus for these extra hours of work. 
14* That the coach's salary and load should be deter­
mined on the same basis as the other teachers on 
the faculty* 
15. That the coach should keep abreast with the changing 
trends by becoming members of related professional 
organisations and attending coaching clinics 
often* 
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u 
Post Office BOX 8J|1 
Amarillo, Texas 
QUSSTIOHAIRE 
(A Comparative Study of th© Coach's Load In The 
Tri-State Area with That of Th® Teacher's 
As Prescribed by The Texas Department 
of Education) 
Please fill in th© following questionnaire and return it as soor. 
as possible to Mr, Johnny 2J, Allen, P, 0, Box 84l, Ammarillo, 
Texas, 
Would you like a summary of these findings? 
Same of the person filling out th© questionnaire 
Position or title ____________ 
Location Ham of School 
A* Personal Information (Confidential) 
) (20-29), () ( 30-39), ( ) (40-49), ( ) (SO-39 ), 
) (60- and above) Check one« 
Age ( 
( 
How long have you been employed in present position? 
Is there a regular paid assistant coach? 
Is there a volunteer helper? ______ 
1. List the courses which are taught by you. 
J* 
Dae form bolow. 













2, What other school duties do you perform? Homeroom, Class 
advisor, bus driver, etc, (underscore) List Others. 
3, Check the group of figures most closely representing your 
salary. (#2,500 and below), ( ) (#2,600 to #3,000), ( ) 
($3,100 to $3,500), ( ) (above $3,600). 
lj.» Do you arrange your sports schedules? 
If not who does? — 
Do you purchase your sports equipment? 
If not who does? 
6. Do you receive a bonus for coaehing?__ 
7. Is there an Intramural program in your school? 
If so what phases of it do you handle? ] 
8. Are there assistant coaches in your school? 
/ 
How much .* 
How Many . 
9, With what sports does the assistant coach help} ( ) Track, 
( ) Football, ( ) Baseball, ( ) Basketball, List Others 
J9 
10, What interschool sports are sponsored by your school? Check them. 
( ) Track 
( ) Tennis 
( ) Volleyball 
List Others ( ) Football 
{ ) Basketball 
( ) Baseball 
B. Educational Background 
1. What type of degree to you hold? 
2. Ham© of institution graduated from ̂  
3. What was your major field? 
What was your minor field? • ... 
5. If your major or minor is not physical education, what physi­
cal education courses have you taken to increase your effici 
©ncy in the coaching profession? — 
Have you don© graduate study? 
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7. When did you last attend school? 
8. When did you last attend coaching school? 
9. Do you hold a graduate degree?_ 
_• 
What kind? 
10* What professional associations or organisations do you 
belong? Name theras 1* ,2. 
0 4* 3. 
C. General Information 
hysical Education classes which you are 
uld like to offer? 
1* Are there P 
ing, but wo 
2. Why aren't they offered? 
3, When does your school day usually begin? Check one# 
( } 7*00 O'clock, ( ) 8t00 O'clock, ( ) 9 j5t)r O'clock* 
When does your school day usually end? 
$, How many working hours do you generally average daily? 
6* How many vacant periods to you average daily? 
7. Approximately how many trips do you take away from home in 
the interest of atheltles during the season? 
8. Do you take long trips away from sfchool during the middle 
of the week? 
9. Approximately how many long trips per week does your team 
take away from home? • 
10. Do you think that you do justice to your classes the day 
following a long overnight trip? Chock one* { ) Yes I do, 
( ) No, ( ) Not certain* 
11. How many free week-ends do you have during the various 
athletic seasons, include Friday nights? Check one* 
less) ( ) (4 or more), ( Mo or more). 
12. How do you enjoy teaching and coaching physical education? 
Check one. ( ) I enjoy it, { ) I dislike it, ( ) I am 
indifferent* 
13* Which one do you prefer? 
not offer-
{Yes or No*') 
• 
( ) (3 or 
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ll*. List in order of preference your five favorite amusements. 
If some of your favorite amusements are not included among 
those given, add them in the blank below, 
( ) Card games 
( ) Sports 
{ ) Conversation 
( ) Reading 
( ) Dancing 
( ) Movies 
) 
>> 
15• What sports do you coach? 
16, Are these sports taught after school? 
17, Are these sporte taught during the regular school day? 
18, Which sporte do you like to coach best? 
19, Which sports do you like to coach lest? 
20, What other duties do you perform other than coaching and 
teachlng? 
Additional comments t 
.* 
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